Nanopore biphasic-pulse biosensor.
Nanopores as artificial biomimetic nanodevices are of great importance for their applications in biosensing, nanomedicine and bioelectronics. However, it remains a challenge to detect small biomolecules especially small-sized proteins with high sensitivity and selectivity. In the article, we report a simple and efficient method for small-sized protein detection by constructing biphasic-pulse nanopore biosensor. Unlike the traditional resistive pulse sensing, the biphasic-pulse event can provide unique and abundant fingerprint information. Although the nanopore biphasic-pulse electrical signal is originated from both the molecular exclusion electrical resistance and the surface-charged effect of confined molecule, its frequency and amplitude of the waveform can be adjusted by pH, applied potential and salt concentration. Based on the frequency of the biphasic pulse, nanomolar concentration of proteins could be specifically detected and the limit of detection is 1.2 nM. In addition, the biphasic-pulse nanopore shows well discrimination in similar-sized protein detection and its signal generation is highly reproducible. The nanopore biphasic-pulse biosensor should have broad applications as a new generation of powerful single-molecule device.